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standing the weakness of its mandibles, is not incapable of
taking a share in this work. In THE LANCET of June 18th
we showed how easily the fatal effect of the sting of a gad-
fly might thus be explained. It is also a fact familiar to bee-

keepers that the sting of the bee varies in severity under
different conditions. May this not be attributable to the
previous surroundings of the insect ? We may also glean from
the fact an implied lesson as to household cleanliness and
as to the necessity of treating by suction, poultices, or other
convenient methods even so slight a matter as an irritable
fly bite. 

-

DEATH OF MR. THOMAS COOK.

THE death of Mr. Thomas Cook of Leicester, at the ripe
age of eighty-four, the originator of excursions by land and
sea over the world, calls for a word of deep respect and
regret. We sometimes complain of the restlessness of the
age and its locomotive tendencies. And there is something
just in the complaint. But Mr. Cook is not much to blame.

His is the credit of having reduced the evils and the discom-
forts of travel and of having enormously contributed to the
width of men’s ideas of the world and of their fellow-
creatures. The credit is the greater to a man who was born
in a village and had to work at ten years of age for a penny a
day. -.

THE STRI&AElig; MEDULLARES OF THE MEDULLA
OBLONGATA.

IT is believed by many anatomists that the stride medul-
lares or strise acusticse of the medulla are connected with
the roots of the auditory nerve. Bechtezeff disputed this
view some time ago on the ground that, at all events in man,
the development of the strise medullares is much later
than that of the roots of the auditory nerve. He has

recently published another paper in the ]feditsinsko&euml;

Oboz1’Jnie, in which he gives an account of the course of the
striae medullares, so far as he has been able to trace them

anatomically. They arise in the white substance of the cere-
bellum, close to the fiocculus, and serve as commissural fibres
for the basal portions of the cerebellum, emerging from the
cortex of the convolution of the floculus. The fibres first

follow the inner basal surface of the fioculus, ascending on
the margin of the cerebellum which surrounds the restiform
body, and then reach the lateral margin of the fourth

ventricle. 
__

THE MEDICAL OFFICERSHIP OF HEALTH FOR
ISLINGTON.

THE Islillgton Gazette gives a long account of the final

step in the remarkable election to this medical officership of
health. We cannot congratulate all the members on the dis-
cussion. Even those who were defending what they con-
i-idered the reputation of the vestry from blots on its fair fame
for purity of election suffered themselves to use a rudeness of
speech which disfigured their cause and detracted from the
weight of their arguments. The discussion took place on a
report from the Public Health Committee presenting three
selected candidates and recommending that one of these
should be appointed. Our readers are aware that the by-law
of the vestry which forbids a recent or present member of
it becoming a candidate for a paid office had been twice

suspended in favour of Dr. Wynn Westcott. His name
was included amongst those presented in alphabetical
order by the Public Health Committee. The other names
were those of Mr. Alfred Edwin Harris, medical officer of
health for the County Borough of Sunderland and for the
Port of Sunderland, and of Mr. A. Wellesley Harris, medical
officer of health for the Borough and County of Southampton.
In the first division Mr. A. E. Harris had 46 votes, Dr.

Wynn Westcott 43 and Mr. Wellesley Harris 23. In the final

poll between Mr. A. E. Harris and Dr. Westcott, Mr. A.’E.
Harris secured 47 votes and Dr. Westcott 45. So ends this

important and remarkable contest. Mr. A. E. Harris is a

very well known medical officer of health and his record

of work in Sunderland is so full of experience and success.
in dealing with great epidemics and in altering a very
unsatisfactory sanitary condition, that Islington may be con-
gratulated on the appointment. We trust that Dr. Westcott’;;,.
abilities will be available for the public in another sphere.
His very close public relations with his fellow vestrymen,
and his election by the suspension of a most wholesome by-
law would not improbably have weakened his influence in
Islington. 

-

ABDOMINAL GUNSHOT WOUNDS.

DR. POROSKHIN describes in the -Riiss7zaya JJIeditsina a
case of gunshot wound in which the bullet had injuredJ
the stomach and one kidney and the patient recovered.
He leaves undecided the question whether the bowel hact
been perforated as well. The treatment was expectant. This.

case and many others described in medical literature have’

induced Dr. Poroskhin to teach that the treatment of abdominal

gunshot-wounds in general should be expectant, with ex-
ception only of those cases in which there is hasmorrhage-
from the abdomen or when gases or faeces escape from the-
wound, or when there is incipient peritonitis.

LEICESTER SEWAGE OPERATIONS.

ACCORDING to a report received by the Barrow rural!

sanitary authority from Dr. J. Turner, their medical officer of’
health, the village of Thurcaston is threatened with a grave
nuisance, owing to the method in which the Leicester sewage-
is being disposed of on the adjacent land. So grave is the’
nuisance that a large number of letters have been addressed
to the chairman of the rural sanitary authority by aggrieved
persons, and Dr. Turner has advised that a notice be imme-

diately served on the Leicester Corporation. The rural

authority, after discussing the matter privately, decided to.
refer the whole case to the Local Government Board and to-
inform both the County Council and the Leicester Corporatiom
to that effect. 

___

EPICUREAN PHARMACY.

IF only they were as harmless in themselves as they are.
worthless for any useful purpose, we might pass over-

unnoticed many of the aesthetic vagaries which have arisen
at the prompting of a too civilised palate. Since they are not
always thus impotent, however, we must be allowed a word
of warning respecting them. Take, for example, the opiurm
habit. Intended by nature and employed by man from a
remote period merely as a remedial agent, we need not remind)
our readers how this drug has, almost within the memory of
living man, usurped the place of a household luxury. When
chloroform was in course of introduction it was in a

somewhat similar manner adopted for a time as a kind
of scientific bon-bon. It was a plaything of society, and
curious tales are told of its effects in the drawing rooms of a
past generation. It is asserted that some erratic epicures
have more recently sought to add something to the fine native-
flavour of the strawberry by sprinkling it with ether. Surely
the law of contrast could not be further strained or the palate’
of man be more grossly insulted. Better, perhaps, in taste
(there is, proverbially, "no accounting for taste "), but worse-
by far in its unphysiological recklessness, is the practice
of others, who are said to have substituted absinthe for
wine at dinner. It is hardly worth our while to proclaim
the self-evident fact that no process of reasoning can justify
the misapplication of poisonous agents implied in each of
these cases. Such experiments are doubly discreditable.


